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Chairman’s corner
Anthony Bowles

I write this as the nights are drawing in fast and here in southwest
Scotland we have had the first of the usual winter gales and over 50
mm of rain in the last 24 hours which falling on already saturated
ground means that everywhere is very wet indeed. This really has
been a disappointing year for flying weather and casting a glance at
my logbook, most flights I have made have a significant amount of
instrument time logged. Climate change or normal climate variability
is an open question so far as I am concerned but the weather can only
get better next year and meanwhile it is all grist to the mill for keeping
in good IF practice.
As we move towards the end of the year, I hope that minds may
turn towards PPL/IR subscription renewal. This year sees two major
changes. The first which affects everybody is that our website now
provides a secure renewal process. You should have received an email
advising that renewal is due soon—so please log on, go to “Member
Services”, chose “Membership Renewal” and select the appropriate
renewal option at the top of the page, and then having arrived at that
option (which for most will be “Current member”), click on the link
provided which will lead you to the renewal page. There is a modest
rise in subscription this year from £65 to £70 but you can escape this
increase by renewing before the end of this calendar year. There is
also a facility for giving an additional voluntary donation which I
hope many members will consider—after all whatever you fly, £70 is
a modest fraction of one hour’s flying in any reasonably modern
light aircraft.
The second change does not directly affect most of our present
members but will affect new members; we have decided to move to
a rolling subscription basis so that new members joining will have
their twelve month subscription starting from the date of joining.
Again a reminder email will be sent out towards the end of their
subscription period and they will be asked to renew in a similar way.
A further change in hand is to introduce a facility for paying in Euro
for our European members; this will not be in place for the main end
of year renewal but should be available in the early part of next year.
Hopefully most members will be able to navigate their way through
the renewal process but if any difficulties arise, please get in touch
with Sali Gray, our membership secretary at memsec@pplir.org and
she will do her best to help. And one last word, please remember that
there are now no days of grace for renewal and you will be locked
out of the Forum and other member areas of the site until your
subscription is paid. As I have mentioned before, the subscription
benefits remain the same and include an aircrew card with photocard
and printed copy of Instrument Pilot (IP). However you can opt out
of receiving either of these if you wish by adjusting the options in
your membership profile pages.
Members who actively look at the Forum pages may have noticed
that small but useful embellishments have been made to the poster
descriptors and we have Timothy Nathan, our web editor, to thank
for those changes. Timothy has also written a guide to posting (see
IP93, the last edition of our magazine), and I commend this guide
to anyone who has yet to post or feels that his or her question or
comment is too simple to justify a post. Anything relating to flying
and especially instrument flying is worth writing about if you have a
doubt in your mind which needs resolving. It is especially good to
see that the airports section of the Forum is now receiving regular
updates; necessary because facilities, requirements for PPR or whatever are always changing.
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Another change is that this issue will be the last one in which Sahib
Bleher is the compiler of Pilot’s Talk. For the past three years, Sahib
has managed to provide three or four pages of fascinating topical
aviation news of every sort and kind. Sahib feels now is the right
moment to relinquish the task and I believe we have someone in the
wings willing to take this on but for now, very grateful thanks to
Sahib for his excellent innings in this area.
Members know that there have been major changes in the past few
months in the editorial and production roles for Instrument Pilot and
the settling down of these changed arrangements, together with
changes to our website have contributed to some delays in getting IP
out to members in printed and electronic form in a timely manner.
Ben and his production team have agreed on a new and improved
production flow, which should ensure future editions come out in
good time; the target will be to get the printed edition in members’
hands by soon after the beginning of the second month to which the
edition relates and the electronic version will be posted a day or two
before that.
Most members who insure their aircraft through Haywards will
have learnt by now that QBE whom Haywards used for much of their
business have now withdrawn from the General Aviation market.
While Haywards are offering cover from different insurers, I have
noted that European coverage at its outer extremities is now more
circumscribed and it has become increasingly difficult and expensive
to obtain geographical extensions to that cover if these are required
for the occasional trip. For members requiring such coverage, it is
worth noting that it is relatively easily available from a number of
German brokers at more reasonable cost particularly at the current
GBP/EUR exchange rate. I should make it clear that it does require
the whole aircraft insurance to be placed through the German broker
and it is not possible to buy top up insurance for a Haywards policy.
Lastly it remains my pleasant task to send everyone on behalf of
the Executive Committee best wishes for Christmas and the New
Year and good flying in 2013.
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Pilot Controlled Runway Lights
Graham Whittle

Pilot controlled runway lighting (PCL) is unusual in the UK.
Licensed airfields are required to be staffed when in operation,
therefore pilot control at these sites is considered unnecessary. PCL
is applicable at unlicensed airfields and at licensed airfields at times
they choose to operate on an unlicensed basis. In many parts of the
world, pilots control (switch on) the runway lights by sending a signal
via the aircraft VHF radio to a radio activated relay switch on the
ground. I know of only one such system in the UK but there may be
others. A recent alternative to VHF radio activation is the use of the
GSM network to activate a relay switch. This consists of a mobile
phone call made by the pilot to a SIM card incorporated in a relay
switch which remotely turns on the lights.
This article describes a PCL system at an unlicensed 750m grass
strip using a GSM activated relay switch which turns on the lights
for 30 minutes. The lights so operated take advantage of two other
recent innovations: low voltage LED light bulbs; and solar battery
charging. The system is very cheap and simple and I built and
installed it myself. I have no engineering qualifications or experience,
so when you see the outcome of my endeavour you may feel my
engineering inadequacies are self-evident.

• For a mission that takes place late in the day—I write in North
Yorkshire in mid-November and with sunset at 16:00L, after lunch
there is no time for anything but get to the aircraft and fly home.
• During daytime if there is precipitation or if the visibility is murky.
Flying at night is not what I seek, I would sooner be at home
enjoying a glass of wine, it is all about making the day a bit longer.
While suffering the lack of light issue for a number of winters I toyed
with various options. The traditional method is to use 240V mains
electricity transmitted in armoured cable. At an unmanned airstrip a
pilot can switch on the lights prior to take-off and leave them on
until he returns, or arrange for a person to do the switching on the
ground. With modern low energy bulbs, leaving the lights on is not
much of an economic issue. This method is perfectly acceptable but
I rejected it on the grounds that the Yorkshire farmer who is my
landlord at the airfield can get very emotional about leaving any light
on unnecessarily, let alone 18 of them during the day, and also the
fact that the main runway is 600m from the hanger, where the power
source is, would mean significant cost and heavy work laying
armoured cable.
The recent availability of low voltage LED light bulbs opened up a
new opportunity. A low voltage system might be 48V, 24V or 12V,
my first test was 12V. I fully expected this to be unsuitable, but to
my surprise, it worked fine, and that is the power for the system I
installed. Engineers reading this will be tut tutting, and thinking
about voltage drop along long cable runs, but bear with me. One
advantage of 12V was that is the voltage required by the GSM relay
switch. From my untrained non-engineer position it appears that if
the voltage drops too much, the lights at the end of the run will not
come on. Since the voltage drop along a particular cable is
proportional to amps and distance, there are three principle things
to do to minimise voltage drop:
1 Choose a cable that gives low resistance. I chose HO7 RNF two
core with 2.5mm squared copper wire. One could easily choose a
thinner, cheaper cable and the voltage drop would more than
double. The chosen cable is specified for use outside, above
ground, underground and submerged in water. It costs about half
the price of armoured cable. Cable was the main cost of the
project.
2 Choose a bulb that uses low amps. I chose a 10V to 30V DC 3W
LED bulbs with B22 fitting. B22 is like the standard bayonet
fitting in a UK home. 12V at 3W equates to 0.25 amps per bulb.
3 Choose a cable layout that minimises the cable length. I chose to
place the battery halfway down the runway and ran four 250m
legs with a light every 62.5m. This gives 500m of runway lights
using 18 lights. (I chose 62.5m not just because 60m is the interval
proscribed by the CAA in CAP168 Licensing of Aerodromes, but
because the cable came in 100m lengths and cutting at 66.5m gave
the possibility of two 33.5m lengths being joined together.)

I fly a single engine piston aircraft from a grass strip 12 months of
the year. For regular night operations a twin or a turbine would be
preferable, but I do not fly regular night operations. Runway lights
are useful for a number of reasons:
• Early morning take-offs in winter. Having tried taking-off at dawn
(or just before) without runway lights, I found the blurring of
vision in the low light conditions unnerving and will not be repeating the experience.
• When there is low overcast on a winter’s afternoon, leading to near
darkness before sunset.
• If you get delayed and instead of arriving at base at sunset you
arrive sometime later. Being about 20 minutes after sunset for me
means I cannot see the definition of the strip amongst the
surrounding fields, which leads to a diversion to Durham Tees
Valley which is both costly and time consuming.
Instrument Pilot

The voltage drop down these 250m legs is in the order of 2.5V. A
fully charged 12V battery gives 12.7V, the same battery at 75%
charge would have 12.4V: this would lead to about 10V transmitted
to the bulb at the end of a leg, which is at the bottom of the specified
voltage range for the bulb. I have tested the bulbs at 8.5 volts and
they are still bright.
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I chose a deep cycle 125 amp battery (not a starter battery), which
has a rated output of over 20 hours. As the system needs to draw less
than 6.35 amps, and my 18 lights draw 4.5 amps, and are switched
on for half an hour each time, in theory with a fully charged battery,
the lights can be switched on at least 14 times or for the equivalent
of seven hours of continuous illumination leaving the battery with
75% charge.
The original plan was to keep the battery on charge in the hangar
and just bring it online when there was a possibility of needing
runway lights. Filled with joy at the apparent potential of the system
I went a step further and attached a solar panel in order to keep the
battery charged in situ on the airfield. The solar panel you see in the
picture comes with a solar charge controller with makes the charging
process efficient and protects from overcharging. The solar panel may
look odd in that it seems nearly vertical, but is in fact angled at 12
degrees from vertical (and faces true south), this is because the
latitude is 54 degrees north and the charging is optimized for winter
sunshine.

10-30V 3W LED B22 Bulb

One-Piece Composite Cone

The GSM relay is mounted behind the solar panel, and this provides
not just pilot convenience but also minimises drain on the battery
power. There are several units available and I tried three, my final
choice being a GSM Switch Boiler Controller (see below) because it
was the simplest and did not require any programming. Wire up, put
in a SIM without a PIN or voicemail, and it’s ready.
It is straightforward to test the system, just dial the number and check
the lights; the battery charge level can be checked by observing the
colour of the charge indicator built into the top of the battery.
This simple rig suits me as I am the sole user of the strip and need
lights no more than three or four times a week. For strips with much
greater night time use, or with longer lighting runs, the power could
be higher voltage batteries or indeed low voltage direct current
transmitted from a rectifier, connected to mains power at the hangar
or control tower—there are many options that avoid the expensive
240V armoured cable issues.
An important factor for grass strips is cutting the grass in summer.
With this in mind, I mounted the lights on top of short traffic cones
with above ground wiring. The cones can be moved, without too
much bending, to allow cutting, or if the cutting gets behind and the
grass too tall, the lights are still higher than the surrounding grass.
With a hard runway the B22 bulbs could be fitted into domestic
outdoor bulkhead lamps fixed horizontally to the ground.
Traffic cones by coincidence have a hole at the top that neatly holds
a B22 bulb holder, and protecting the bulb from the elements is a
recycled soft drink bottle held in place with duct tape. Completely
waterproof, and it works!

The main cost: 1,000 metres of HO7 RNF double insulated cable

Components were sourced from Ebay or Amazon. Nothing has the
word aviation or aerospace printed on it, and as a consequence the
costs were reasonable. The prices shown below include both VAT
and delivery:

Lighting for a licensed runway requires windsock illumination and
PAPI, which my system has neither of. Lighting the windsock is
possible using 12V LED bulbs, and I have discussed this John
Hoeffler at the Windsock Company. LED PAPIs are available, but
these are a big investment and require regular maintenance.
Consequently, for the time being I am operating without windsock
lighting or PAPI: the crosswind component can be deduced from the
cockpit on final by observing the nose of the aircraft relative to the
runway lights, and the headwind component by comparing GPS
groundspeed to airspeed. A PAPI at night is important if there are
obstacles on the approach; in my case this is not so, but I find
reassurance in making a steep approach at 500 feet a mile from touch
down.
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GSM Switch from Bob Bigna £74.00
B22 Lamp holder bayonet cap from CF_Store £1.40 each
10-30V 3W LED B22 Bulbs fromTara’s Choice Ltd £9.19 each
Calcuim Deepcycle Battery from Battery Megastore UK Ltd £94.55
1,000 metres HO7 RNF two core with 2.5mm squared copper wire
double insulated cable from A1 Plantsales Ltd £99.60/100m
450mm One-Piece Composite Cones from Manchester Safety Services
Ltd £20.16 each
Mini Grit Bin (used as a battery box) from the Safety Shop £70.00
40W 12V Solar Charging Kit with Bosch solar cells and 10amp
controller from Photonic Universe Ltd £114.98
Unistrut (for the frame) from DP Building Systems £50.00
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Moving to a Mirage
Jason Carley

About six months ago, having been very busy with work for a couple
of years, I decided to get back into flying by buying my own light
aircraft. I also had to ‘restart’ my licences and training obtained
originally nearly 14 years ago in Australia. The main purpose of this
was to facilitate business travel as well as some private travel. For
business I am frequently flying to Germany, France, Switzerland and
parts of the UK. Living in the Midlands and being at least an hour
from any feasible air transport hub, my time cost in traveling with
an airline was very significant when compared to the actual flying
time. To get to Frankfurt may only take an hour in the air but my
total travel time would equate to approximately six hours ignoring
airport time at the destination.
It didn’t take too much to convince me that flying my own aircraft
makes sense. This left only a few problems: I wasn’t current, couldn’t
easily get current and didn’t have access to an aeroplane. This article
is about how I went about addressing those issues.

particularly convenient as the aircraft I had decided to buy was on
the N-register (of which more later). The US process was simple other
than finding a Europe-based person to issue the 61.75 as I preferred
to get it before starting any training. Adam House was very helpful
in this respect, and I picked it up at Booker in early September.
As a final point, it should be noted that my goal was not to get
licenced in the minimal possible period or at low cost, I had no idea
how long it would take and safety and competence were my primary
concerns. I just didn’t want a mandated course of training for the
sake of it. Most schools in the UK I spoke to were set up for people
to pay large amounts in advance for set courses, rather than being
prepared to do a customised one for someone who had undoubtedly
forgotten a lot but probably remembered some things.
Buying the aircraft
I had always loved Saratogas, these—having been the highest
performance airplane I could rent in Australia. I wanted a single as I
am of the view that twins add complexity and cost with questionable
safety gains and marginal payload differences. (I know there are
arguments both ways but that is my view.) In my opinion a fast single
that can seat a family of four comfortably means a six seater. I found
a lovely one on the G-register and was about to get a pre-buy done,
when PPL/IR members and others talked to me about flying in
Europe and mission requirements. Essentially I needed to be able to
fly in comfort with a reliable completion rate in normal European
weather throughout the year. Ultimately, I felt that the Saratoga did
not satisfy those requirements. Oxygen, cannulas, a low ceiling and
limited icing equipment were all negatives for my requirements. I
decided to buy a mid-2000s glass cockpit PA46 Mirage having
assumed that the insurance requirements and cost put a turbine out
of my range for now. Choice in Europe was limited except for one
chap in Eastern Europe who essentially refused me a pre-buy: I
refused him a sale. I eventually found a candidate aircraft in Puerto
Rico with 800 hours, Avidyne glass, and a new DFC-90 autopilot.
After a period I made an offer which was accepted subject to a prebuy, which I arranged to be done in Puerto Rico by a prominent
engineer on the type. Given some of the issues that subsequently
arose, next time I buy I will only ever get a pre-buy done at a
mechanic’s own shop by way of an annual inspection. You live and
learn. A number of items were corrected by the owner (or at least
were said to be) and I organised closing of the purchase.

Some history
Originally I was meant to join, and was accepted into the Royal
Australian Air Force as a pilot before getting pneumonia in my last
year of school, which caused some medical concern at the time. No
problems ever subsequently came from it; however it did mean I had
missed my chance. A hasty career change into an area which was not
as much fun but allowed me to pay for myself to learn to fly followed,
and I gained a PPL in 1998, followed by an Instrument Rating/Multi
Engine in 2000. Two years later having done a reasonable amount of
flying in Duchesses, Mooneys and Saratogas, I was moved to Hong
Kong where my flying essentially stopped. Other than an annual IPC
done during my Christmas holidays for a couple of years, my flying
stopped at that point, having amassed 265 hours, much of which was
IFR in complex singles and twins. This was eight years ago, after
which I moved to the UK where I have resided with my family ever
since.
As an Australian who is inherently sceptical (or perhaps realistic)
about British weather, I had always thought that flying here is a little
pointless without an instrument rating. Equally I didn’t have
sufficient reason to fly for work purposes until the last year or two,
so this summer, I bit the bullet and decided to make it happen.
Licencing
Naturally my first port of call was to look at getting a European
licence. I had assumed that there was some conversion path that
would allow me to take a couple of exams and then do whatever
training was needed to pass a flight test to get a European PPL. I fully
expected to have to do a lengthier IR training programme—although
it turns out I was hopelessly naive on both counts. Ultimately I
discovered that the CAA wasn’t even sure how to deal with a valid
Australian licence which hadn’t had a BFR on it in some time—
Australian licences are lifetime. It was quite possible I would have to
do seven exams plus an unclear course of training. I couldn’t easily
get the Australian licence current as this can only be done by an
Australian ATO on an Australian aircraft in Australia, so due to the
massive uncertainty over EASA and a whole lot of acronym based
rules, I decided that an IR was essentially impenetrable for a parttime pilot in Europe.
An easier course opened up. I could obtain a FAA 61.75 licence
based on my Australian one, and then look to add a US Test Passed
IR onto it, and this is the route I decided to follow. It became
Instrument Pilot

Flying training—part one
Before embarking on the great adventure to the US, I wanted to go
flying in the UK and it was suggested I give PPL/IR member Bill
Tollett a call, a lovely chap who actually was prepared to take me up
in his Cessna Aerobat, and to teach me to fly again. So on 29 July
2012, I went flying after a break of many years. I wasn’t as bad as I
expected to be (Bill may have a very different view!) but was very
disorganised around checks and procedures, and forgot all sorts of
basic things. That said I seemed to remember how to take off, fly a
circuit and land and after a couple of hours it came back to me. I had
received my 61.75 and was signed off for an FAA BFR after about
three hours in the Cessna. All well and good, but a Cessna is not a
PA46.
I had arranged to do my PA46 training in Boston with Dr Arnold
Sperling, a great instructor who works with John Mariani on ‘special
cases’ every so often. I planned to do training for the instrument
6
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rating in conjunction with the initial conversion training onto the
PA46. As I had to be in Boston for some personal matters, I
attempted to get Arnold and the purchase synchronised around that.
The plane was late due to a part not getting to Puerto Rico, and the
owner was unable to ferry it to me for three days (out of the ten
planned). Fortunately Arnold has a Meridian so we did a couple of
days training in that which also happened to be my first time flying
a turbine aircraft, as well as my first time using a glass cockpit and a
Garmin 430. Needless to say I was hopeless. While I had used a very
early GPS overlay capable unit in Australia under IFR, it was nothing
like a Garmin unit. Although electronics are great, they easily make
things worse than under steam gauges unless you are really on top of
how to use them—and I wasn’t. I did 12.5 hours in the Meridian and
was mildly competent by the end of that. But learning US
procedures, R/T, Garmins and relearning instrument work was a lot
to take in.
My new aircraft arrived at that point and we did a lot of training
for the flight test along with essentially test flying it, and working out
bits that needed fixing before I returned. I needed to transition to
the Avidyne from Meggit which was in the Meridian and also to learn
the DFC-90. I preferred the avionics in my plane but continued to
dislike the 430W’s, which while good at what they did, seemed as
though a 12 year old designed the interface. I completed my oral
which went very well, and was then ready for the flight test when the
Boston weather closed in completely. As I had to be PIC for an IR
flight test, it could not be done in IMC (which I find odd, given we
had spent the entire week flying in actual IMC to minimums), so
ended up flying back to Europe having almost, but not quite,
completed the IR. At this point I had done a total of 39 hours since
restarting, with all but five hours in a PA46.

Flying training—part two
Again I had a reason to travel back to the US at the end of October,
and embarked on a plan to complete the IR, and then bring the
aircraft back to Europe. There was of course another configuration
change to get used to with the GTN650’s, but this was
straightforward as they are wonderful pieces of equipment. I arrived
on the Sunday night, and Hurricane Sandy hit on the Monday. At
least I had some work I could do in the hangar! At this point I was
worried that I would have another weather related delay, with the
added complication was that my examiner was stranded in Virginia,
so the test booked for Wednesday couldn’t take place. The backup
was set for Thursday, and I managed to get an additional eight hours
or so flying in before the test. I took the test with 50.5 hours flying
(including 31 precision and 24 non-precision approaches) and
ultimately was told I had passed easily. But more importantly, I was
very comfortable with the aircraft, its systems and capabilities, and
given the intense flying I had done think I was well prepared for
taking on the challenge of IFR flying in Europe in this aircraft.
The return and conclusion
This article is not about the flight back to the UK which I have
written about elsewhere, but which was a wonderful experience in
itself, and in some ways finally gave me some time to enjoy the
aircraft without being in ‘training mode’. We got started 45 minutes
after I passed the flight test!
In this second stage of my flying I have flown 70 hours in three
and a half months, and now have 335 hours in my logbook. I am
privileged to now be in a position of being limited by time rather
than cost of flying, the exact reverse of when I first learned. The
intensity of the training has been very useful, and I realised that while
I retained the straight ‘flying-the-gauges’ instrument skills, I had also
completely lost the cockpit resource management skills—I was
behind the aircraft, massively at first. In addition, flying a modern
aircraft with advanced autopilots, PFDs, MFDs and GPS units is
actually completely different from IFR with a set of traditional
gauges. While the flying itself becomes easier with the technology, I
think learning the systems is much harder than when I did it first
time around.
I have a great deal to learn but now I feel I have a good base on which
to develop. Europe is different from the US but the key thing is the
aircraft and its systems fly the same way. I now have to work out how
to fit into the European system and of course the learning doesn’t
stop now just because I have the piece of paper.

The intermission
The aeroplane had a lot of work done in the month I was in Europe.
Along with 40 little things, I had the whole interior refurbished as it
was a bit tatty: there were also unfortunately some not so little things.
Upgrades were fitting the extended range caps for the wet wings,
which allow 152 gallons to be carried (well the STC allows 140...),
fitting an MLX-770 and changing out the 430s for GTN650s, and
fitting Bose plugs. I am told that the first big lot of work done after
buying a plane can be dispiriting, and it was, however I am now
happy that I have done everything I could have done at this point
with a real PA46 specialist in Shoreline Aviation at Marshfield
(KGHG), and at US labour rates.

Social and personal

Spring meeting and AGM Saturday 6th April 2013
Guest Speaker: Trevor Pegrum from Garmin on future
developments in avionics
Venue: Departure hall at Coventry Airport
Booking via the PPL/IR website in the New Year

Social weekend 5th–7th July 2013
Visit to site of the Normandy landings
Fly-in to Caen Airport
Accommodation: La Ferme de la Ranconnière, Crepon,
(www.ranconniere.fr), two-night package
Programme
Friday night: Group dinner, Menu de terroir at La Ferme
Saturday: All day guided coach tour of D-Day landing sites
Saturday lunch: Hotel de la Marine in Arromanches
Saturday night: Group dinner, Menu Gastronomique at La Ferme
Sunday morning: Visit to Bayeux Tapestry
Sunday lunch: At the airport prior to departure
Booking through the PPL/IR website

PPL/IR Europe welcomes new members:
Alexander Collis
Andre Oremus
Christian Fischer
David Pedley
Geir Kvam
Jason Shannon
John McGwyne
Marc-Olivier Mehu
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London/UK
EHSE/Netherlands
Zofingen/Switzerland
EGLK/UK
ENVA/Norway
EGNS/Isle of Man
EGSX/UK
LFPN/France

Martyn Dawes
Michael Greve
Morten Astrup
Paul Cobban
Paul Perkins
Peter Ebbon
Thomas Geitner

EGTB/UK
EGLM/UK
London/UK
EGSN/UK
EGSG/UK
EGKB/UK
EGTB/UK
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Pilots’ talk

Compiled by Sahib Bleher
Flight plan changes come into force
A statement recently issued by NATS commented that pilots should
be aware of international changes to the format of flight plans having
come into effect from 15 November. The changes, part of the Flight
Plan 2012 project, are being introduced by ICAO and Eurocontrol
and will mean that pilots need to use a new flight plan format.
The changes are focused on reflecting the advances in the communication and navigation equipment on board aircraft and to assist
air traffic management measures for commercial traffic.
Flight plans and associated messages have been standardised for
universal application and readability. The NATS hosted flight plan
submission tool, AFPEx, which has about 6,000 users, has been
updated with a new user interface reflecting the new format plans.
On checking I found I had been a victim of a pre-Olympic clear-out
of around 2,000 users. According to the NATS helpdesk, the system
expects a log-in at least once a month—a little inconvenient given
that in the UK there is no need to file a flight plan for most trips.
The UK AIP is also changing and will, for the first time, be
available electronically in addition to the paper version which was
then promulgated through scanned PDF pages.

Jeppesen completes iPad Mini rapid decompression tests
Jeppesen has announced the successful completion of rapid
decompression tests of a new iPad (4th generation) with Retina
display and iPad mini, proving device integrity in the unlikely event
of sudden cabin pressure loss.
The successful tests, completed to an altitude of 51,000 feet, are
part of the programme used by operators to obtain FAA authorisation
for in-flight use of Jeppesen’s mobile app solutions on iPad.
Jeppesen completed similar tests of a representative iPad, iPad 2
and iPad (3rd generation) when each tablet was introduced to the
market by Apple. No anomalies were detected during testing of any
of the iPad models. The new iPad mini and updated iPad (4th
generation) are both designed to run existing iPad apps, including
those from Jeppesen, ‘as is.’

CAA issues update on Standardised European Rules of the Air
The CAA has issued preliminary guidance to pilots following the
publication of The European Commission’s Standardised European
Rules of the Air (SERA) regulation.
SERA has been jointly developed by Eurocontrol and the
European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) on behalf of the European
Commission. It is intended to introduce a single set of operational
rules for pilots to abide by when flying in European airspace. Aligning
the rules for Europe is intended to make it simpler for UK pilots
flying overseas as many of the unique rules applied in different parts
of the continent will be removed.
Apple’s iPad mini is likely poised to become the backup cockpit
chart display device of choice for pilots, according to some aviation
iOS app developers. The mini’s 7.9-inch (diagonal) screen is smaller
than the 9.7-inch iPad, but the device contains the same A5 processor
as the iPad 2 and tips the scales at a weight less than half the iPad 2’s
1.5 pounds. This would also make it suitable for yoke-mounting.
The mini’s screen is smaller than the iPad’s and, as a result, display
elements are 18-percent smaller. “It’s not a huge reduction” says Rick
Ellerbrock, Jeppesen’s director for aviation strategy. “It’s something
we don’t think is going to be a usability issue.” Approach plates are a
bit smaller on the mini versus the iPad, he added, “but it’s surprisingly
readable.” Predictions are that amongst pilots the iPad mini will be
more popular than the iPad.

While the Regulation will apply from 4th December 2012,
provisions in the regulation allow Member States not to apply it until
4th December 2014 and the UK has elected to take this option. The
CAA is developing detailed plans for implementation by that date.
SERA is based upon the existing International Civil Aviation
Organisation requirements already in effect in UK airspace, but there
will be some changes to the current UK rules and regulations laid out
in the Air Navigation Order and the UK Rules of the Air including:
• Transition to the SERA rules covering VFR night flying
• Modifications to flight planning requirements—for example, the
UK expects to keep the existing process of ‘booking out’ at an
airfield before a flight and will consider whether to introduce some
form of ‘booking in’ at the end of a flight
• A change from the use of quadrantal cruising levels to semicircular
cruising levels to align the UK with the rest of the world
Instrument Pilot

Canadian researchers fly on pure biofuel
Calling it a ‘historic milestone for the aviation and sustainable energy
industries’ Canada’s National Research Council has conducted what
it says is the world’s first civilian flight using 100 per cent biofuel.
NRC Chief Pilot Tim Leslie conducted the October 29th flight in
NRC’s Falcon 20 over the nation’s capital of Ottawa, Ontario. NRC
is a government agency, and it worked with a number of private
enterprises, including Agrisoma Bioscience Inc which is now making
commercial quantities of biofuel based on the seed of the cold-, heatand drought-tolerant carinata, or Ethiopian mustard plant. The plant,
which is related to canola, thrives on marginal farmland not suited
to agricultural crops.
8
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EASA states its intentions on instrument flying
The EASA Draft Opinion on NPA-2011-16, ‘Qualifications for
flying in Instrument Meteorological Conditions’, has been published
and has acceded to the suggestion that pilots converting from ICAOcompliant instrument ratings such as the FAA IR should not need
to sit written theory exams. Instead, they will simply need to
demonstrate adequate knowledge to the Examiner during their Skill
Test. Unfortunately, the Draft Opinion also states that EASA will not
deal with specific national requirements or grant greater regulatory
flexibility to national authorities within their own airspace, which
dampens hopes that the UK IMC rating might not only be kept but
also have a wider appeal beyond Britain’s borders.
The oil from the plant is unpalatable for food use but it contains
high levels of compounds that happen to make it ideal as a fossil fuel
substitute. In addition to being a renewable resource, carinata seed
oil is believed to create fewer emissions, something the NRC also
tested in real time. Following Leslie’s Falcon was NRC’s T-33
equipped with sniffer pods which sampled the exhaust plume of the
business jet. The data collected by the antique fighter jet will be
analysed by NRC to see if the emissions theory is correct.
General aviation set for take-off in China
Some 502,700 hours of flight were recorded in China’s general
aviation in 2011, a number expected to rise to two million hours by
2020. One of the limiting factors to growth, controlled airspace, is
expected to be freed up with a reform of the regulations on lowaltitude airspace starting by 2015 and to be completed by 2020,
according to Du Qiang, deputy secretary of the National Air
Management Traffic Committee.
Helicopters and business jets will be the main focus of the industry
in China, say insiders. Business uses led the growth in the civil
aviation industry in China with a 28 per cent rise in 2011, said Li
Jiaxiang, head of the Civil Aviation Administration of China.
General aviation in China is hampered by a lack of pilots,
prompting its civil aviation authority to offer grants of 120,000 Yuan
Renminbi, or just over £12,000, for general aviation pilot training.
Grants for airport building and to general aviation operators are also
planned. China’s general aviation fleet increased to 1,154 aircraft in
2011, but about one-third of the aircraft cannot fly because of a
shortage of pilots.
Chen Guangcheng, deputy director of the CAAC’s general aviation

Scottish airports prepare for winter

Scottish airports operator HIAL has launched its winter operation
plan following an investment of £400,000 in snow clearing
equipment and a new de-icer storage facility at Inverness. The
company is also taking part, for a second winter, in a CAA trial aimed
at accurately reporting runway surface conditions.
In addition, HIAL is using a forecasting tool provided by the UK
Met Office which can more precisely predict weather conditions at
those airports that have been most severely affected by snow and ice
in recent years—Inverness, Kirkwall, Stornoway, Sumburgh and
Wick. The more accurate forecasting tool should improve the effectiveness of de-icing operations, reduce wastage and the overall cost of
winter operations.
Mark Stuart, Operations Director at HIAL said: ‘In recent years,
the UK has experienced winter weather conditions more akin to the
Arctic, with sub-zero temperatures and extremes of weather that have
tested the transport system to its limits. With Scotland often bearing
the brunt, HIAL has a responsibility to ensure we keep passengers
flying, even in the harshest conditions.’
Responsibility for winter operations rests with the Airport Fire
Service. Staff have been undergoing extensive training, rehearsing
winter operational scenarios and readying essential equipment for the
onset of winter.

division in the flight standards department, said that only about
6,000 pilots are working in the industry, and more than half of them
are studying or teaching in schools. The general aviation industry
needs more than 10,000 pilots, and the demand will continue
growing as the industry develops.
94/2012
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EU Commission moves towards pan-European Agency
The European Commission is about to start analysing a public
consultation process which sought views on a future pan-European
Aviation Agency, suggesting a move towards an agency similar in
structure to the FAA in America.

NTSB identifies top GA accident causes
With the release of its annual list of most wanted safety improvements, the US National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) said
that GA pilots and passengers are ‘dying due to human error and
inadequate training.’ The NTSB, the organisation that investigates
some 1,500 GA accidents each year—in which around 400 people
die—said it sees similar accident causes repeatedly.
The NTSB said that improvements in training and education,
along with screening for high-risk behaviour, are important to
reducing these accident statistics, which are around 40 times higher
than air transport statistics. It also said that US General Aviation
works should participate in recurrent training programmes.
It recommended that pilots should receive specific training for the
types of avionics and systems they will be using—instruments, glass
cockpits, and so on—and should also use more sources of weather
data. All of this it hopes will reduce the fatality rate, which has risen
some 25 per cent in ten years.
US airlines face acute pilot shortage
Pilots are also back in demand in the USA. US airlines are facing
what threatens to be their most serious pilot shortage since the 1960s,
with higher experience requirements having been passed at the same
time as the industry braces for a wave of retirements.
Federal mandates taking effect next summer will require all newly
hired pilots to have at least 1,500 hours of prior flight experience—
six times the current minimum—raising the cost and time to train
new pilots in an era when pay cuts and more demanding schedules
already have made the profession less attractive. Meanwhile,
thousands of senior pilots at major airlines will soon start reaching
the mandatory retirement age of 65.

The Commission had asked for opinions on such an agency in
preparation for an initiative called Single European Sky II+, stating
‘The regulatory frameworks (SES and EASA) need to be developed
further in parallel towards a comprehensive and consistent EU
aviation system providing a competitive, efficient, clear and proportionately regulated environment for airspace users to operate in.’
The consultation sought comments on a new agency which would
have wide-ranging powers over member states to enforce consistent
rules agreed at European level throughout the whole industry from
airworthiness to air traffic management. It also asked whether a
European Aviation Agency should be a completely new entity or if
EASA should be adapted to take on new responsibilities. Also under
question is whether a new agency would be in charge of legislation
that is currently the prerogative of national civil aviation authorities.
Following the failure of two attempts to create a Single European
Sky, the EU Commission states that the objective of the consultation
is ‘to improve the usability of the Regulations and a general alignment
of the existing regulations with other recent Regulations to make the
SES and EASA rules better adapted for future use. The objective SES
II+ is therefore to promote a speedier implementation of SES clearly
building upon already established principles.’
FAA commits to Avgas replacement
The aviation industry is slowly headed toward development of an
unleaded replacement fuel for avgas-burning piston-powered aircraft,
and a recent move by the FAA is an encouraging sign that progress
will continue—they agreed to open a new Fuels Program Office to
provide ‘technical expertise and strategic direction in the planning,
management and coordination of activities related to aviation fuels.’
An aviation rulemaking committee has explored the avgas issue
and made recommendations to the FAA. The report by the Unleaded
Avgas Transition Aviation Rulemaking Committee (UAT ARC) was
submitted to the FAA earlier this year and recommended five key
elements covering testing and certification of an unleaded avgas that
would power the existing piston-engine fleet. The report noted that
there is currently no drop-in replacement for 100LL avgas, although
lower-power engines in some aircraft can run on unleaded automotive
gas under a supplemental type certificate.
Instrument Pilot

Another federal safety rule, to take effect in early 2014, will also
squeeze the supply by giving pilots more daily rest time. This change
is expected to force passenger airlines to increase their pilot ranks by
at least five per cent. Estimates differ on the problem’s magnitude.
Airlines for America, a trade group of the largest carriers which today
employ 50,800 pilots, cites a study by the University of North
Dakota’s aviation department indicating that major airlines will need
to hire 60,000 pilots by 2025 to replace departures and cover
expansion. In the past eight years just under 36,000 pilots passed the
FAA’s ATPL exam. More than half of US airline pilots are over 50,
reflecting a bulge in new hires in the 1980s and scant hiring over the
past decade. FAA data shows that annual private and commercial
pilot certificates issued are down 41% and 30%, respectively, in the
past decade.
10
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Scientists turn air into petrol in fight against energy crisis
A small British company has produced the first ‘petrol from air’ using
a revolutionary technology that promises to solve the energy crisis as
well as helping to curb global warming by removing carbon dioxide
from the atmosphere.

Air Fuel Synthesis in Stockton-on-Tees has produced five litres of
petrol since August when it switched on a small refinery which
manufactures gasoline from carbon dioxide and water vapour. The
company hopes that within two years it will build a larger,
commercial-scale plant capable of producing a ton of petrol a day. It
also plans to produce green aviation fuel to make airline travel more
carbon-neutral.
Although the process is still in the early developmental stages and
needs to take electricity from the national grid to work, the company
believes it will eventually be possible to use power from renewable
sources such as wind farms or tidal barrages. “We’ve taken carbon
dioxide from air and hydrogen from water and turned these elements
into petrol” said Peter Harrison, the company’s chief executive, who
revealed the breakthrough at a conference at the Institution of
Mechanical Engineers in London.

EGNOS in Europe

Klaas Wagenaar describes how LPV approaches are becoming more available in Europe
In April of this year I decided to upgrade the GNS430 in my
Bonanza F33A with WAAS-capability. In technical terms an
upgrade from TSO C129 to TSO C146a. Many of you would
probably wonder if I wasn’t a bit too enthusiastic by doing so?
To be honest, I had my doubts when transferring circa €4,500
for the upgrade and installation, mainly because the EGNOS
system and availability of RNAV approaches in Europe is still very
much in its early stages. Of course it’s great to have the terrainfeature available with the upgrade, but that could have been
arranged differently with an additional datacard and subscription.
The real advantage is in the improved technology and extra
functionality in the receiver, in combination with the gradual
deployment in Europe of RNAV-approaches. The Garmin 430W
recognises the following approaches:
• LNAV: a GPS-approach without vertical guidance, which is
referred to on the Jeppesen plate as LNAV-non precision minima
• LNAV+V: a LNAV approach with Advisory vertical guidance,
which on the Jeppesen plate is referred to as LNAV/VNAV-non
precision minima
• L/VNAV: a LNAV approach with an Approved vertical guidance
which on the Jeppesen plate is also referred to as LNAV/VNAVnon precision minima
• LPV: Localiser Performance with Vertical guidance that can
provide precision like an ILS CAT 1 approach, which on the
Jeppesen plate is referred to as LPV minima

(LFAC) on September 22nd, we were able to do our first LPV
approach—wow, what is this! Great and accurate, rock solid, truly
flies like an ILS CAT 1, and with comparable minima (see Jeppesen
plate 12-1). Absolutely a ‘must fly’ for the passionate IFR pilot!
Licensed to (unknown). Printed on 14 Oct 2012.
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The FAA started to deploy RNAV approaches in the US during
2003, and now in 2012 close to 3,000 airports have a LPV approach
and circa 400 airports a LP (Lateral Precision) approach. In Europe
RNAV approaches have been available for some time now and the
number is increasing. Only since late 2011 the first LPV approaches
have become available. Since May of this year, together with my
CFII Michiel Eecen, I have visited within a reasonable range from
Lelystad (EHLE) where my aircraft resides, various airports in
north/west Germany and north/west France with RNAV
approaches (the Netherlands and Belgium are hopelessly slow on
this matter). However, we only came across LNAV or LNAV/VNAV
approaches with non-precision minimums. During a flight to Calais
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During our RNAV-training flights with the GNS430W, we noted
some differences compared to the regular GNS430, which could be
beneficial for many GNS430 users to know:
• Navigation database: the Jeppesen subscription needs to be altered.
This can be done over the telephone with Jeppesen as long a credit
card is available, and was for me a ten-minute exercise. The
Jeppesen Service Update Manager on the PC and the JSUM-USB
connector remain the same, however the data needs more storage
capacity and the old cards are likely to be incompatible (I would
recommend obtaining an extra for backup purposes). Despite this,
the old problem remains: a long trip stored as flight plan including
arrivals and approaches still leads to memory problems (and thus
a chance of a non-load and/or activation of the last approach!)
(Ed: There is an update from Garmin to address this issue, but there
are also drawbacks with this update. Check Garmin SSB1225.) Note
that the database should always be current if the GNS430W is to
be used as a primary navigation device.
• Terrain database: together with the upgrade, the device has an
actual terrain database, which can be regularly updated with a
different subscription, and unfortunately an additional very
expensive JSUM-USB connector. I have been told that these connectors can be borrowed for the occasional download at pilot
shops and pilot organisations.
• RNAV approaches with vertical guidance: LNAV approaches with
Advisory vertical guidance (referred as LNAV+V), LNAV with
Approved vertical guidance (referred as L/VNAV) and LPV
approaches
• RNAV approaches without vertical guidance: LNAV or LP
approaches and can be considered as localiser-only approaches
• Emergency procedures: if during a leg a GPS signal degradation
occurs, then an ‘INTEG’ warning will pop-up. If such a situation
occurs during a LPV approach, then the glide-slope warning flag
will appear and the GNS430W will automatically change to a
LNAV approach. It is of course up to the pilot, after reporting this
event to ATC, to decide whether to continue the approach. For
me, if this occurs after the final approach waypoint (FAWP), I will
go for a missed approach just to be sure and try again using a
different non-RNAV approach, if available. By the way if a
degradation of the GPS signal occurs before the FAWP, then a
message ‘ABORT APPROACH’ will pop up and in a sense forces
the pilot into a missed approach.
• Primary navigation device: TSO C146a enables the pilot to use
the GNS430W as primary navigation device en-route (ie not
needing backup VOR/DME).
• Besides RNAV approaches, some extra functionality like active
guidance during holding, autopilot roll steering for procedure
turns and holds, parallel track and dead reckoning are also
available. However for the purpose of this article I want to focus
on RNAV approaches as published on the Jeppesen plates.

the CDI starts behaving like an ILS, and at two NM before the
FAWP, the CDI scaling shows an angular full–scale deflection of
two degrees (unless otherwise published on the Jeppesen plate).
In fact, during the final approach the closer you get to the MAP,
the more the CDI scaling narrows like an ILS. This makes a LPV
approach with ILS CAT 1 minima possible and accepted.

For example in Calais (LFAC) according to Jeppesen plate 11-1, the
ILS Rwy 24 decision altitude (DA) is 261 feet and the visibility
minimum (RVR) for category A to C is 800 meters. The minimums
for the published RNAV (GNSS) Rwy 24 (see Jeppesen plate 12-1)
are exactly the same for the LPV.
Note: if during a final LPV approach the GPS signal degrades, an
automatic sequencing to a LNAV approach will occur with a flag
warning on the glide slope, or worse an ‘ABORT APPROACH’
message will be flagged with two flag warnings on the HSI.

During the various RNAV approaches we have flown at airports like
Lydd (EGMD), Munster-Osnabruck (EDDG), Rouen/Vallee de
Seine (LFOP), Bremen (EDDW), Paderborn (EDLP), Hannover
(EDDV), Magdeburg (EDBM), Lille (LFQQ) and of course Calais
(LFAC), we have noticed a few extra features:
• CDI-scaling: in almost all cases we have flown full-procedure
RNAV approaches. In contradiction to the GNS430, whereby you
have to intercept the approach at least two NM before the FAWP
for the automatic sequencing to the corresponding RNAV
approach with a CDI scale of 0.3 NM (which many ATC
controllers during vectoring don’t seem to know), this is handled
differently with the GNS430W. When approaching the FAWP,
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• Waypoints: at the bottom of the screen, a message will appear to
count down from ten seconds when a left- or right turn with corresponding bearing needs to be initiated. This takes into account
a fly-over or fly-by waypoints and the turn radius, and allows the
pilot to accurately intercept the next track.
• Holding, as a bold printed part of an approach procedure:
although IFR-pilots are taught how to approach the hold, the
system is friendly enough to show the relevant entry (direct,
parallel or tear-drop) as a message at the bottom of the screen.
Now it really can’t go wrong any more…
• Holding after missed-approach: when approaching the missed
12
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As an aside, when in France, don’t ask ATC for a request of a ‘GPS
approach RWY xx’. It is the same as requesting lunch after two pm!
French ATC only seem to understand the phrase ‘GNSS approach
RWY xx’. Just that you know!
Another word of caution when starting to use the GNS430W or
equivalent TSO 146a device: it requires thorough training and checkout by an experienced CFII (and there are not yet many available).
In my opinion as study material, one of the best training books
available in this area is the RNAV Training Manual written by Vasa
Babic. In this manual Vasa explains quite thoroughly and in an easy
to understand manner the complexity of RNAV, gives Europeanbased examples, presents GPS pre-flight checklist and good insights
in the why and the how. It goes without saying that while using the
GPS as primary navigation device, for cross reference purposes, if
available, you keep using the other available means as secondary
navigation tools. I am pretty sure that most of us have experienced a
situation whereby the GPS, usually when you didn’t need it, put you
on the wrong foot once or twice.
Here’s wishing you many safe (GPS) landings.
What is EGNOS?
EGNOS, the European region implementation of a GPS satellitebased augmentation system is comparable with wide-area
augmentation system (WAAS) implemented in the USA and both
systems are based on the principles of the Satellite-Based
Augmentation System (SBAS).The basic GPS system is subject to
errors which can influence the level of accuracy. SBAS has a large
number of ground stations monitoring and correcting the GPSsignal. This, in combination with a WAAS-receiver (TSO C146a)
makes it significantly more accurate and allows for RNAVapproaches that provide vertical guidance and ILS-CAT 1 minima.
Furthermore it makes RAIM prediction not needed any more.

approach point, ‘SUSP’ will appear above the OBS to indicate
that further sequencing is stopped. If we do a missed approach,
the OBS must be pressed to continue sequencing of the published
missed approach procedure. The ‘LPV’ indication will be replaced
by ‘MAPR’ in case of the first climbing track to a way-point or
‘TERM’ if a climbing turn (dotted line on the plate) is initiated
to a way-point. In both cases the CDI scaling will adjust automatically to 0.3 NM for ‘MAPR’ or 1.0 NM for ‘TERM’. The
entry (direct, parallel or teardrop) of the published hold part of
the missed approach procedure will be shown right below on the
screen, together with a timer during the outbound and inbound
legs of the hold. Note: after leaving the hold, the next approach
procedure or direct-to needs to be manually activated under
‘PROC’.

WAAS accuracy:
100 meters: Accuracy of the original GPS system, which was subject
to accuracy degradation under the US government-imposed Selective

It is good to realise that, despite more or less the same look and feel,
the upgraded WAAS technology contains some powerful features and
functions, which enables the pilot to use the GNS430W as a primary
navigation device for en-route and flying LPV-approaches. For
owners considering upgrading the GNS430 with WAAS capability,
the GTN650/750 could be an attractive, albeit more expensive
alternative, but with more functionality; an easier certification procedure may remove the price disadvantage.
According to Eurocontrol, more and more RNAV-approaches will be
developed and published. Regional and uncontrolled airports can
particularly benefit from this and make themselves more and safely
available for IFR traffic, and relatively cheaply too. Calais for example
now has a LPV approach available following a recent refurbishment
(it really looks great, Avgas and landing fees are cheap, and the food
is good) and they plan to phase out the costly ILS in due course.
For uncontrolled airports who are seriously considering developing
and publishing RNAV approaches, I would like to make a reference
to Germany. An un-controlled airport in Germany has the authority
during IFR approaches and departures to temporarily activate class
F airspace. All other traffic during this activation are requested to stay
outside the F airspace and await the IFR procedure. The moment the
IFR traffic is dealt with, the class F airspace is de-activated and class
G airspace procedures apply again. This is usually a five minute or so
procedure which allows IFR traffic to efficiently and safely use IFR
procedures at uncontrolled airports.
94/2012

Availability (SA) program
15 meters: Typical GPS position accuracy without SA
3-5 meters: Typical differential GPS (DGPS) position accuracy
< 3 meters: Typical WAAS position accuracy
References:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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FAA website
AOPA-USA website
Garmin GNS430W documentation and website
Eurocontrol website
Jeppesen: JeppView3 approach plates
RNAV Training Manual by Vasa Babic (available via www.pplir.org)
Jeppesen LFAC plate 12-1 RNAV (GNSS) Rwy 24
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Discussions with Jeppesen

Timothy Nathan outlines the latest news and developments for the GA/Private community
Following many months of intensive discussion about their failing
customer services and their high pricing, several members of PPL/IR’s
Executive were invited to Jeppesen’s offices in Gatwick to discuss how
Jeppesen can better serve the GA/Private community. We made some
strong points on members’ behalf about service, prices and products
and were given a great deal of information, the highlights of which are
outlined below.
Jeppesen are acutely aware that GA is their soft underbelly and that
if they lose customers there the competition could later become a real
force which might bite them where it would really hurt, in the airline,
business and corporate markets. They are watching ForeFlight, EuroFPL, SkyDemon and RocketRoute in particular (though they have
identified more than 20 competitors) making substantial inroads into
their market base and recognise they have to compete on price, quality
and service. For that reason they have created a specialist GA team,
now separate from Business Aviation, with a brief to retain the GA
market. It is headed up by Cay Roth cay.roth@jeppesen.com who
is based in Frankfurt, and its most senior member in the UK is Charlie
Webster charles.webster@jeppesen.com. Cay and Charlie are on
hand to sort out problems, and if you are unhappy with any responses
received from the helpdesk you can contact them by email.
From about early 2011 up to early 2012 they went through a very
bad patch when they lost staff at the same time as introducing new
systems, and this caused a lot of problems for their customers. They
are now fully staffed again, and additionally have a number of people
dedicated to making outgoing calls to customers to check that they are
happy with their service.
They are well aware that competing products are generally much
cheaper than theirs—indeed some, like national eAIPs, are free—and
they are therefore reviewing their pricing model and their pricing.
They are having internal discussions about selling the FD product
on a two sitekey model in place of the four sitekey model, at about half
the price. We have made the point that a single sitekey at a quarter the

price would be even more attractive to sole owners, and they are going
away to think about that as well.
They are planning a new online flight planning tool for IFR and
VFR and will be linking it into their mobile charting solutions (such as
FD). We saw a brief demonstration and, although they still have to
incorporate some important features, it looks promising and friendly.
There is to be a new VFR only tool for the iPad. We saw an early
model, but they don’t want too much said about it just yet.
At the same time, the next version of JeppFD will have a VFR layer,
allowing it to be used for mixed mode (such as EIR VFR/IFR/VFR)
flights. This should be available around April to June 2013. We made
the point that having a VFR enabled FD and a standalone iPad VFR
product would cause confusion in the marketplace, but for the time
being that is where they are going.
They are adding SIDs and STARs to FD, which will show on the
main chart and therefore, of course, be geo-referenced. And this, too,
should become available in 2013—but they are not saying when.
They are also expecting to release fully geo-referenced transition and
approach plates on FD in late 2013 or early in 2014, starting with
selected airports, which will mean you can fly the procedure with Jepp
plates on the iPad.
Finally, these new products, particularly the VFR iPad app, will
require beta testers and we have been asked to ask for volunteers
from among our membership. There is a thread on the forum at

http://www.pplir.org/forum/2-general-discussion/27180jeppesen-news where members are already expressing interest, and

that is the best place for anyone reading this note to add their name to
the list.
Other bits of news are in the pipeline, but they are not quite ready
to tell us—it looks like they have finally got some of the messages and
are listening!
Watch this space.

A bluffer’s guide to the airways
Josh Hawken

This article, mainly aimed at new and aspiring IR holders, discusses
what I learnt in my first airways flights and the pitfalls I discovered
on the way, and it passes on a few things I wish someone had told
me! Hopefully it will also be of some interest to more experienced
members, providing a fresh perspective on what things look like from
the bottom-end of the experience scale.
First of all—the aircraft; all my personal IR flying has been in a
light single with neither oxygen nor de-icing capability. In fact, the
AA5 I fly has passed through many more venerable hands, originally
having been owned by the Chairman before he moved on to better
things. I fly quite happily at levels up to FL100, cruising at between
135 and 140 KTAS depending on atmospheric conditions, and I have
found this performance more than satisfactory, although the odd
controller querying my speed on days with strong headwinds might
not agree!
Instrument Pilot

Planning
The easy part of planning is deciding where you want to go. The
first question is does it have an instrument approach? If not, a Y flight
plan is the solution, and I have experienced little difficulty in finding
a route to suitable airways joining or leaving points. Being a paranoid
type who has little faith in weather forecasts, I always ensure I have
at least one nearby alternate airport with an instrument approach.
For full airways flights there are several options regarding working
out routings (almost an article in itself ). Pilots can use web-based
services like EuroFPL and Rocket Route, or a desktop program like
FlightPlanPro. I believe these have been covered in Instrument Pilot
before, so I shan’t go into too much depth; I have found a combination of EuroFPL and FlightPlanPro the most effective. FlightPlanPro
will work on Windows, Mac or Linux, and will generate routings and
validate them with Eurocontrol almost immediately.
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terrain and obstacles than the Jeppesen charts, especially in profile
view. They also have the significant advantage of being free.
I decided to go for Jeppesen charts for several reasons. Firstly, in
the newly updated JeppFD app for the iPad, they are well indexed
and easily accessible. Secondly, and most importantly for me, the
common format and presentation of information removes one source
of extra workload and potential for error.
The iPad also acts as several other things for me in flight—en-route
vector charts in JeppFD, and VFR charts running AirNav Pro. I am
still luddite enough to prefer a printed PLOG so, as mentioned
above, I keep the paper version from EuroFPL on my kneeboard.
Unfortunately, at the moment iPad used in initial training is rather
frowned upon by the powers that be in EASA-land, so the first time
you fly with your set up is likely to be on your own. I would advise
any new users to make sure you know how to find your way around
the apps you use, especially in terms of finding waypoints on the
airways chart as the time to discover how this is done is not when
one has been given one’s second reroute of the day!
Obviously, if you choose to remain in the world of paper, you will
not have to deal with the above issues, but I prefer two button presses
to find the plates for any airfield I may need to divert to rather than
rooting through a paper manual, and I would recommend the iPad
solution to anyone.

EuroFPL is brilliant for a number of reasons—it costs €10/month
for unlimited personal flights plans, it will generate PLOGs, plates
(see discussion below) and NOTAMs. It also provides the ability for
someone on the ground—perhaps a friend—to track your flight and
the option to delay a flight plan either through a website or by SMS.
The PLOGs in particular are very good. FlightPlanPro will also
generate a decent PLOG, but EuroFPL offers a variety of different
formats including winds, times and fuel pre-calculated, together with
details of the various services available at your departure, destination
and alternate airports.
One “gotcha” that has caught me out relates to the departure time
—while you can delay a flight plan, you can’t bring the time forward
if you wish to make a hasty getaway due to weather or other reasons,
so I suggest filing for the earliest time you can realistically expect to
depart, then delaying if necessary.
Alternate selection also merits thought. For your home base you
will probably have a “weather” alternate and a “crash” alternate—the
two may or may not be the same. Equally, your filed alternates may
not in fact be the places you would choose for a genuine diversion—
while weather is a fairly obvious issue, where would you go if a crash
closed your destination? Is your destination where you would want
to be with a technical problem? If you have answers to these questions
before you depart, your workload in the event of problems in the air
is significantly reduced.
Charts and gadgets
During training, all the charts for the area required were supplied by
my FTO. Once flying privately there are several different choices—
firstly, paper or paperless? I am very much of the iPad generation,
and whilst going by forum discussions this is a fairly controversial
subject, I am quite happy to rely on my iPad for supplying my charts.
The basic choice for most is probably Jeppesen or AIP charts.
Jeppesen is a fairly expensive subscription, whereas the wonderful
EuroFPL (I promise I’m not on commission!) will print them out for
you in the form of trip kits for your destination and alternate airports.
The big advantage to using Jeppesen is standardisation—no matter
where you go the data are presented in the same place, in the same
way, and in the same format—minimising the chances for confusion
or misreading.
The AIP plates have several disadvantages—different countries
publish them in various different formats, sometimes in multiple
languages, and not all have the minima clearly printed on them.
Some, especially the UK AIP charts, are much better at highlighting
94/2012

GPS
Following on logically from knowing one’s charting methods is
knowledge of the GPS fitted in your aircraft. In my case, this is a
BRNAV and approach approved GNS430. If you have been fortunate enough to train in your own aircraft then you will probably
be very familiar with the equipment, but there are several things that
should be second nature to you.
First off—entering the route. It sounds fairly obvious, but if your
GPS can’t accept airway designators (I understand the new GTN
650/750 will accept them and list all the waypoints on the airway),
what do you enter? Do you enter every waypoint on the airway, or
do you simply enter turn points? How many waypoints does your
GPS allow on a flight plan? On a short flight it may be practical to
enter every waypoint, but for any flight of decent length one could
spend an eternity simply entering waypoints.
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It seems to be a trade-off; speaking to more experienced pilots
about long distance flights, one only rarely gets ‘Direct To’ a waypoint
off one’s filed routing, but it may not necessarily be one that you have
loaded into the GPS. As long as you are familiar with both your enroute charts and GPS this is not too much of an issue, but in flight
is not the place to be learning.
I have listed below some of the things I made sure I was comfortable doing without having to think about before setting off on
my own—depending on the complexity of your setup, you may have
more to consider:
• Can you set up a direct to a waypoint on the flight plan?
• If the waypoint isn’t in the flight plan, do you know how to insert
it in the place you want?
• Can you change an arrival or approach once loaded?
• What happens when you activate the approach?
• What button(s) do you need to press when if you go around?

frequency changes are rattled off and you need to be on the ball to
ensure you don’t miss anything. Even a basic autopilot with heading
and altitude hold reduces the workload significantly—in the AA5 it
is fairly simple to trim the aircraft to the desired climb speed and
engage HDG mode and it flies nicely hands off.

Weather
Making weather decisions is a subject that has attracted a large
amount of ink in Instrument Pilot over the years, and my knowledge
of the area is far too limited to offer many pearls of wisdom. However,
to assist my decision-making, I have a written list of definite NOGO
weather conditions to avoid any form of temptation. These will
obviously vary with your aircraft performance and equipment fit, but
mine include:
• Cloud conditions that involve flying IMC above the freezing level
• Possibility of en-route icing encounters with the freezing level
above MSA and cloud base below
• Flying in IMC with embedded CBs forecast
• Crosswinds
There may also be additional considerations depending on your
passengers—while you may be entirely comfortable with sitting in
IMC or flying approaches through turbulence down to something
approaching minima, your passenger may well not be. And even if
they are, I recommend thoroughly briefing them on what to expect
especially during the descent and approach. If weather is particularly
poor, you might also enlist their help as an extra pair of eyes to spot
the lights on approach.
I have found that the UK Met Office are a particularly pessimistic
bunch—the forecasts are bound to be as gloomy as worst possible.

I remain convinced that ATC have secret camera feeds of every
pilot’s cockpit and only give you instructions when you are busy
doing something else—if, for example, you are busy levelling off
when you are given a frequency change, simply tell them to stand by
and get back to them once you have enough spare capacity to deal
with their request. If you have altitude capture or pre-select on your
autopilot, your world is a lot simpler (assuming that you know how
to arm it correctly!)
The earlier you obtain the weather and active runway at your
destination (you can receive an ATIS report from a surprising distance
even at FL100), the easier your arrival will be. There are usually only
two or three possible STARs for the direction you are arriving from,
and although you may get shortcuts, equally you may fly almost the
entire procedure before getting vectors for the final approach.
Finally, when actually looking for the runway, remember it is likely
to be anywhere except straight ahead of you. The big falsehood of
training under screens is that one goes from solid “IMC” to generally
pretty good VMC almost immediately, and the airport is fairly easily
spotted. When actually flying approaches it is anything but. At ILS
minima all you will initially see are a bunch of approach lights and,
depending on the wind, these could be out of one window or the
other. There is a very strong temptation to keep looking up on the
way down the approach, but all this will probably do is destabilise
your approach and increase your workload to no useful end.

Flying
In the training world one plans a set route and tends to stick to it
fairly closely. Fortunately (or unfortunately), what you file and what
you fly tend to be fairly different. This seems to be especially the case
around the London TMA, so be prepared for reroutes. The most I
have had is three in quick succession. I have also been given direct to
a point not on a STAR, together with that STAR designator.
No matter how busy the frequency do not be afraid to query an
unexpected or confusing routing, or ask ATC to spell out routing
points you are not familiar with. Equally, do not be afraid to request
extra track miles if you are given an unexpected approach. On my
first solo airways flight the ILS went out of service between getting
the ATIS and speaking to the approach controller, and I ended up
having to re-brief for an NDB approach (with the cloud base only
200ft above minima) in short order, so don’t think it won’t happen.
The key to stress-free flying is managing your workload—the most
important aid in this is your autopilot. In training you are kept away
from the busy TMAs surrounding London, Manchester and Paris,
whereas when touring (and especially if based around London) these
are the places you realistically want to go. Sometimes simply getting
a word in edgeways is difficult; frequent heading, altitude and
Instrument Pilot

Conclusion
Flying airways is the best-kept secret in flying—no worrying about
VMC minima, complex airspace or planning multiple routes depending on the whim of ATC and zone transits. Like any new skills, there
are tricks of the trade which, to a certain extent, one learns by doing.
I hope this has helped set out a few of those, but I am very much still
learning. One resource that I would recommend above all others is
the PPL/IR forum—there are a large number of very experienced
pilots who will almost certainly know the answer to every single one
of your questions and many that you hadn’t even thought to ask.
Finally, if I can summarise the whole article in a few simple points
they would be as follows:
• Know your aircraft
• Know your avionics
• The autopilot is your friend
• Time spent in planning is seldom wasted
• ATC is NOT the voice of god
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